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A. INTRODUCTION

The City of Chicago, like many other cities and muni- _.

- " _ eipalities in the United States and abroad, has resolved

J to respond to the growing need for superior acoustical : :

standards in her buildings. The purpose of this report

- is to discuss and define the meaning of acoustical per- "'

!*

formance in buildings, and to present a definitive _;
--k I:

proposal for inclusion in the City's existing Building

Code.

_ The overriding purpose of the recommended ordinance
I '

is to prescribe standards of acoustical comfort and ,.i

performance which are realistic, humanly relevant, _i

7 and readily verified and enforced. In several respects,
pw I

the stated goals stand in contrast to similar ordinances £"

now in force elsewhere. Most of these adapt established ,,

concepts ofacoustlcal testing and. noise control, which ;'

place the emphasis on the performance of individual

g .building elements. This ordinance breaks new ground

by focussing on the total acoustical environment of

urban man. i'

i.i' r
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-- The recommended ordinance does not seek to establish

standards of unquestioned excellence, which would dis-

rampmc_ economic reality. Nor does it attempt to regulate

acoustical situations covered by the City's recently

_. _naoted Noise Ordinance, the noise exposure standards

-- of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration,

"_ or by other federal standards or guidelines. Instead, _
E,

it seeks to exclude many cases of inferior acousti¢al !_

comfort which, up to now, have not been regulated by :t
-- !

_ law. i:;
J_

_. {7

-- Based on the premise that man spends most of his time, iI'

including his time of rest and leisure when acoustical II

I

discomfort is least welcome, in his home, the provisions

of this ordinance are intended to apply to the following
tl

• r-- building categories only:
!

!'

a) Apartments, flats, condominiums, and all other ii
%

forms of multi-family dwelling where several units

are located in a single building.

-- b) Hotel and motel rooms and suites, and all other

places of temporary residence where several units

are. located in a single building.

-2-
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(

Intentionally not subject to this ordinance would be

hospitals and other places of health care, all public

and 00_nercial buildings, industrial buildings, and

single-family dwellings.

In technical terms, this ordinance addresses itself to I.j,,.

the follow_na _v_e_ of disturbance, each cf ..w_.....
I

affee_ the standard of acoustical comfort experienced i_

within a dwelling or place of temporary residence: !_.
il

- i,,_
!'

a) Airborne sound originating outdoors. !_'_

t
Ii] b) Airborne sound originating in a vertically or hori- I

zontally adjacent dwelling. I

i

C) Impact sound originating in a vertically or hori- _I:

-- z0ntally adjacent dwelling, i _
L

d) Noise generated by heating, ventilating and air-

conditioning equipment.

e) Noise generated by other built-ln equipment, fixtures

and appliances.

--3--
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-- Insofar as the strength of this ordinance lies in practi- i

- cality and enforceability, and since it does represent i

a depnrnure from component-oriented practices, all

s_andsrds set at this time should be viewed as provisional.

• After a period of adaptation and field experience, as i

described in the following text, the numerical performance iZ!

_ goals may be adjusted to better reflect the balance _=
i:

-_ between man's expectation and practical reality. }_

h

I.,

L
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-- B. BACKGROUND "

To date, codes and ordinances with an intent similar

to that described in this report have been or are about

to be enacted in many localities throughout the world.

-- As pointed out in the introduction, virtually all of

.J
_lase codas and ordinances are composant-_riantcd,

wherein the acoustical performance of individual con- i:

structione and pieces of equipment is specified in _

accordance with some established test procedure. Since !_

the origin of the majority of these procedures can be !!
' [

traced uo the laboratory, technical accuracy is high L.
i ,

but adaptation to field situations is difficult and ;'

conducive to elaborate test procedures, which rule out

-- routine testing to verify performance in completed !,
i

-- buildings. Furthermore, the assembly of individually I_

superior components may or may not result in superior i
.i

overall acoustical performance.

For example, when considering isolation between two ',

-- dwellings, it is one thing to use an "approved" partition

which in no way can guarantee satisfactory privacy_

!,
although it may help achieve that goal. It is another

thing to know and to specify the goal (in terms of

i
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q

-- easily measurable performance) and to achieve it by a i

balanced combination of components. We are not interested
l

in the exeellence of a wall or any other part of a complex i

whole. Instead, we want•that complex whole to perform, i

__ And we want to have the assurance that every dwelling _ii

-- covered by this ordinance will actually meet a minimum

suanuar_ o_ performance. While knowledge of the acous- _:

Itioal potential of individual components remains an

invaluable planning tool, it is the performance of

the building as a whole that matters and that is the :,:

ultimate goal of this ordinance.

It is for these reasons -- total performance and quick

-- measurement -- that we dispense with most of the stan-

J dards and procedures used elsewhere. However, as

described in the text of the ordinance, such procedures

can be used in cases where the proposed techniques _.

indicate failure and/or the exact cause of failure

needs to he determined.

Following is a brief review of several existing codes

-- and ordinances, their advantages and drawbacks, and their

P relationship _o this ordinance.

"6--
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-- i. The Chicago Building Code

The present Building Code of the City of Chicago

does not in any way regulate or prescribe aeous- i

ileal performance, which is the sole subject of i

the ordinance described in this report. Our review

of the Chicago Building Code hac led ue to believe ._

that the recommended noise control provisions, _

including all standards, test procedures, enforcement f.

etc., do not contradict or supersede any part of _
i.

m

the existing Code.

_ This ordinance, therefore, is intended to stand i_:_

as an independent amendment to the City's Building t .

,.t
-- Code and to complement any and all other provisions

L

and requirements prescribed by the existing Code. I[i

2. Other U. S. Codes and Ordinances

)

-i
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r

-- C. THE ORDINANCE ,

!

The Building Code of the City of Chicago is. hereby !LI

amended by adding thereto the following Article.

ARTICLE X: ACOUSTICAL CONTROL

:!
SECTION X 01: PURPOSE _;

r,

._ The p_ovisions of this Article shall control the design
.t

and construction of certain buildings and structures, _

as defined in Section X 04 hereunder, and any addition

or alteration thereto hereafter erected to insure control
r_

Of and protection from noise within buildings and to i_

_ provide minimum standards of acoustical comfort and
L-

-- privaoy. ;.

Comment: These provisions are no_ designed to apply
"

to existing buildings, except with respect to additions

_ and a_terations which result in the creation of new

"_ dwellings. Major considerations in exempting existing

-- buildings are the cost of 8_ruotural modiflcatlon8

required vo meet these atandards, and the enormous

task of field tasting al_ existing dwellings which

'" -3 might be eubject to theee provisions.

! -9-
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_ SECTION X 02:. LIMITATIONS

-- The provisions of this Article shall not require, or "

be construed to require, buildings to be designed or i

constructed contrary to provisions contained elsewhere

-- in this Code.

-- SECTION X 03: ENACTMENT '_

_ The provisions of this Article shall apply to buildings, .'$4

additions or alterations completed on or after [insert i_
r

date] One year after this date, and at i"

future dates as and when the City may so desire, the _'

performance standards, as defined in Sections X 06 and

X 07 hereunder, shall be subject to review and revision. ::

[_ ;

-- Commen_: Insofar a8 this ArticZe seeks to a=hieve

a _;snab_.a baZance between currant construct£on praetlces

and good =couat£caZ performance, the,suggested inltiaZ

enforcement procedures are deZiberately Zen£ent, Siren

-n fair warning, it ie expected that the construction

-- industry w£_j in future yeare, be in a position to

offer higher standards of acoustical performance which ,

-i0-
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_ better satisfy human expectations, whereupon thes8

.... _or suitabZy revised) standards san be atriotZy enforced.

] :"
SECTIONx 04: SCOPE

X 04.1= Building Types Covered _

-- The provisions of this Article shall apply to all buildings !.
It

and Structures which, either initially or by virtue

of addition of alteration, contain two or more dwellings, '_

as defined £n Section X 05 hereunder. These shall _';

include, but shall not necessarily be limited to, apart-

ments, flats, condominiums, townhousss, pensions, rooming :

houses, dormitories, and hotel-motel rooms and suites. _":

-- Exempt from these provisions are all buildings and

structures which are not places of residence, either ._:

permanent or temporary, and all buildings and structures

housing a single individual, family or comparable soeio-

logic unit.

_J

-11-
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J

X 04.2: Rooms and Spaces Covered =

The of this Article shall all habitable iprovisions apply to

rooms and spaces, which are part of a dwelling located _:

in a building or structure, as hereinbefore defined.

-- However, performance standards governing isolation i_i

of airborne and impact sounds shall apply to pairs

-- _ of adjacent dwellings only• I

=

-- The rooms and spaces covered include, but are not necessarily

limited to, all bedrooms, living and dining rooms, studies, ._
family rooms, kitchens and bathrooms.

Exempt from these provisions are all storage rooms,

closets and similar spaces not normally occupied by _

people, and, with respect to the isolation of airborne

and impact sounds, all adjacencies where both spaces [

are part of the same dwelling.

q

-- Comment: Man objects to sounds created by a neighbor,

_] but not to hie own. At least, he has 8ome uontrol over
I

the latter, if generated by a member of hls own family.

Besides, intra-dweZling isolation standards would reveres

A

I
_ -12-
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_h¢ _rsnd o_ ar_hit¢oturaZ freedom uhloh manifeet8

£gae_f £n an expreaslon of apace rather _han a separation

grit# o¢_Ze, _h¢e the present ordinance seeks to avc£d. ';

X 04.3: Situations Covered '.

t

The provisions of this Article shall include and shall ;:

b_ limited to the following acoustical situations, F!'[

¢onditions, circumstances and relationships, the rele- [_
t

_ Vent test procedures and performance standards for t,_

-- each of which are defined in Sections X 06. and X 07

-- hereunder. _i

3
i. Attenuation of airborne sound offered by exterior

-- constructions, such as exterior walls, windows,

doors, and all elements and devices appurtenant E

-- _hereto.

2. Attenuation of airborne sound offered by interior

_ party constructions which shall include but shall ;,

not necessarily be limited to party walls, floors,

-- ceilings, and all appurtenant connections, interrup- '

tions and penetrations.

7

-- -13-
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-- _, A¢¢en_atlon of impact sound offered by interior

floor-ceiling constructions, whiuh separate pairs

Of vertlc_lly or horlzont_lly adjacent dwellings,

an_ by the appurtenant, permanent floor f_ni_hes,

d, Control of noise within dwellings, generated by?
htgtlng, ventilating, air-¢ondltionlng end other :_

'i!

": 80_v_G_ _ystems or equipment, which a_e an integral _

_d necessary part of the buildln_, and whleh are

_- _ Gonstant or frequent operation.

5. Control of noise within dwellings, generated by

the following built-in conveniences, which are

manually controlled and subject to intermittent or

infrequen_ use: room air-conditioning units, kitchen

and toilet exhaust fans, food waste, disposers, freezers

-- and refrigerators, dishwashers, and washing machines.

Control of certain other noise sources, though regulated "

by Section X 07 of this Article, shall be enforced

a_ the Inspector's discretion only.

Commen_: The above sltuatlons_ iI adequateZy provided i.
- i

forj wilZ sZiminate most of t_e acoustical diocomfort i

J
_r
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;5

and annoyanoe emperienoed in pZaoee of restdenoe. As !;-- r,

_1 _t_Z be ahown in aubsequen# eec_ione of this repot#, !

aaah oltua#ion is handged in a manner which wiZg permit 3:
J

qUlOk tearing in the field. The emphaels alearly lies :.,

• . on _raetieablZity (at _he poasibZe e=penae o_ mino_ I,:,
.

lnaooura_ies) and on insuring ac_ep_abZe long-term"

3TM i,i

i;
I

,e

-- ¢
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i

envgronmenze -- not on proteotion against infrequent

d£aturbanaes whleh, in terms of severity, far e_aeed

#hose which are sommonplaoe.

J SECTION X 05: DEFINITIONS i!

L;

X 05.1: Acnnstlm_lTermc

f,

i. Sound Level

• More correctly, sound_pressure level, sound level

is the quantity in decibels measured by a sound L-

level meter. Throughout this Article, unless other- !_'

wise specified, sound levels shall be measured

_. and expressed in terms of dBA, to the nearest integral

-- nul_er, using the A-weighting network and "slow" i

-- response of a Precision Sound Level Meter.

A
Comment: 2he ohoiee Of dBAj in preferenoe _o othe_

weighted or unveighted forms of the deolbel, is strongZ 9

supported by the need for simplicity in teeting, and :
A

by the significant advantages, in terms of aorrelatlon

• _ w_th human response, of A-levels over the other levels

Chat can be measured with a standard sound revel me_sr.

i
"i

II _
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-- 2. Ambient Sound

h ._ ,,

Also ambient noise and ambient level. An essentially :_;

steady sound (level) which prevails in the absence ::

Of other, distinguishable sounds of a more temporary ii
!:

nature. Synonymous with background noise, or back- i_

-' ground noise level. '_
i

-- t,

3, Airborne Sound _:

_ Any and'all sounds and noises which, upon generation i'_

J by any source, first propagate through air, then i

impinge upon a partition, and then are re-radiated !•
-- _.,r

into air by the partition's opposite side. i
F

4  mpootSound
i:

Any and all sounds and noises which are induced {

directly and by mechanical a_tion into a floor
"7
-- s_ruc_ure, and then are re-radiated into a verti- ?

tally or horizontally adjacent Space by said floor
or floor-ceiling combination.

[ .

-16-
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.

g

5. Attenuation

A lessening or reduction in the sound level due
to distance or to barriers, mufflers or other

_.I obstacles or devices placed between a sound source

and a receiver.

-- 6. Noise Reduction (NR) ._

The attenuation offered by any and all building _!

b

elements that control the transfer of airborne

sound from one space into another. Throughout

this Article, unless otherwise specified, noise

reduction is measured and specified in terms of
:5

dBA and, hence, performance is described by them

abbreviation NRA. ;

Comment: Note that the term TranemCesion Lees {_L)
and ibe derivabiue, the Sound Transmission Class (SfC),

j are no_ defined or used in this ordinance, sines neither
?
0

describes total performance of a combination of 8true-

- rural eZemente; the term NRA is unique to the procedures

-I described in this ordlnance_ and should not be compared

with other, established ratlng systems.

-17-
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i

-- 7. Impact Isolation (II)

-_ The degree of control offered by a floor-ceiling i

construction over impact sounds induced into said

_] floor. Throughout this Article, unless otherwise

-- specified, impact isolation is measured and speci- ..

fled in terms of dBA and, hence, performance is

described by the abbreviation IIA. !_

;,Comment: Neither II nor IIA are eotabZishsd aeoustloaZ _,i

--" terms; both were developed for this ordlnanee and modeled -2 ..
o ;'!

upon the concept of {NR_which is an eatabZished term. ;:

8. Effective Isolation (Ell _,,

:'Lx

-- A measure of acoustic privacy, based on the rela- :_c

-- tionship of intruding sound to the "masking" effect

-- I_
of ambient sound. For the purposes of this Article, i

EI shall be the sum of noise reduction (or impact

-- ._ isolation) and ambient sound. •'

Comment: The term EI is unique to this ordlnanesj

' a_though the concept of quantifying acoustic prlvac U

in terms of the 81gna_-to-noisa ratio i8 widely used.

-18- ,
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=

-- 9. "Hard" Room
r.

A room or space that is completely unfurnished,

and contains no carpet, no acoustical tile, nor Jz

any debris that may contribute acoustical absorp- .

_ tion over and above that contributed by the bare i7

-I floor, walls and ceiling. _

J
i0. "Medium" Room I_

. A room or space that is sparsely furnished with ._

hard pieces of furniture only, or one that contains

moderate quantities of building materials or other _
-- i;_

forms of sound-absorbing debris.

D ';i

ii0 "Soft" Room r

._ A room or space that is fully furnished (with or [.

without carpet), or fully carpeted or equipped

with an acoustical tile "ceiling, but otherwise •

unfurnished. It must contain major areas of carpet

-- or of other soft furnishings.

~I

i

-19-
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=,

r

-- 12. Source Room

A space or room within a building which, for aeous- i_

tioal test purposes, is deliberately insonified so i

that (attenuated) sound levels may be measured !._

elsewhere in the building -- ref. Receiving Room.

13. Receiving Room _'_}

!,

_ "A space or room within a building which, for aoous- '_

tical test purposes, receives sound originating _,'

elsewhere - ref. Source Room.

X 05.2= Architectural Terms !

g.  uilding :y and all conti¢ s, located under

o_roof (inoludi: roofs a_diXrsoeZevations, I \ :

tha_contain tWO ,r more adjacent_llings. / X "

_eZates _o Bu_ vered 6_ thia ordgnan___Zy, " 2

r •

l -20-
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-- 2. Dwelling

A place of residence of an individual, a family,

or a household, whether permanent or temporary,

owned, leased or rented by the tenant, and com-

prising one or more habitable spaces. For the pur- ;_i

poses of this Article, rentable rooms and suites r_

-- in hotels, motels and other places of temporary :,_

i:!
residence shall be considered as dwellings. ;_

r

-- 3. Habitable

Used in combination with terms such as "room" or

"space". A descriptor implying that the room or

_ space (a) constitutes all or part of a dwelling,

-- and (b) does not solely serve as a place of storage

-- or of transit.

4. Partition L

_ i

Any wall, floor, ceiling, or similar construction_

-- singly or in combination, including doors, windows,

and all elements and devices appurtenant thereto,

that physically separates one room or space from

another.

-21-
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5. Party Wall _i

Also party structure. A wall or structure that

forms a separation between two dweilings, and not ;._

a separation between two spaces that are part of

._ _he same dwelling. .Z?

J 6, AdJ acent r'i

i •

Any and all relationships between two or more _

dwellings that share, horizontally or vertically, k
one or more common partitions_ however small and

'_ indirect these may be. Synonymous with adjoining, !

abutting, neighboring, eta. "!%

!2

Commen_: Phe purpose of this definition is to insure
prlvaay between dwellings, even if these may not be adja- ",

in the literal In such a8 whore "
_en_ 8e_ss, easesj

mechanical shafts or stair towers are interposed and no

astua_ par_ walls exist, field tests should be made aC

the Inspector's discretion.

1
i

"3

i

-22-
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, i

X 05.3_ Terms Related to Responsibilit_ ii

i. Inspector ,2

__ The City's lawful representative in any or all of '_i:
_he followlng matters related to this Article= review

_I and approval of plans, acoustical field testing, _i'

-- and certification of compliance with the provisions I:

_- of this Article.

2. Owner _

The cause and prime beneficiary of a building project, :ie

-- who funds, legally owns, but, upon completion of _.

the project, does not necessarily reside in, the

building, addition or alteration. !

r

3.-- Developer

An Owner or Owner-Contractor who builds, or causes

to be built, a building, addition or alteration ,,

-- for the explicit purpose of gainful sale, lease

-. Or rental. _ /._dL),,_ _-_=-s

-23-
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4 -

4. Architect i';

"_ A licensed professional engaged by the Owner to

design, detail, specify, and supervise the construc-

tlon of, a new building, addition, or alteration._3

J 5. Mechanical Engineer

A licensed Mechanical Engineer, not necessarily
.)

associated •with the Architect, who is charged with

the design and speciflc/tics of all mechanical

systems and devices that are part of a building, r:
L

addition or alteration.

I)

6. General Contractor i_

-- .An executor of a building, addition or alteration, i.I

as prescribed by the contract documents (drawings !,i}

and specifications) usually prepared by an Architect.

I
I,

7. Subcontractor

1

I _ An executor, usually engaged by the Contractor or
Owner, of specific parts of a building, addition or

alteration, ss prescribed by the contract documents.

-24-
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=

8. Supplier .,

A purveyor and/or manufacturer of building systems

=nd equipment, whose goods are incorporated in the

" - dollgn end construction of a building, addition '

_ Or alteration.
L!

L*

9. Acoustical Consultant _i_

.. I=

A professional acoustician, _ engaged by

Owner or Architect_ renderfexpert
the advice

in matters pertaining to acoustics and noise con-

i0. Realtor

An agent engaged by the Owner or Developer to administer

and manage the sale, lease or rental of a completed

._ building, addition or.'alteration.

_ ii. Tenant

The ultimate resident, irrespective of his legal

status with respect to ownership or other forms

of tenure, of a new dwelling that is subject to

.... the provisions of this Article.

-25- '
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-- Comment: _he _a_-intent of tT_e aboue deflnltlens
.,J

zs to describe the role ef each individual or group ef

individuals, t the en-

foresabillty or enfer_ement of this erdlnanee. Conse-

quently, duties ether than these related to this

srdlnanos, are not described. *i

SECTION x 06 : MANDATORY TEST PROCEDURES AND PERFORMANCE i_i

STANDARDS _.

i.

• [_

X 06..i: Performance of Exterior Constructions with i_

Respect to Airborne Sounds Ori_inatin_ _!

,_., Outdoors _ _ i!

'a) A precision sound level meter, operated so as

to read A-weighted sound levels with high

d _

damping -- results read in dBA on "slew" meter ..

-- setting.

b) The sound level meter shall be hand-held, away

_I from the observer's body, apprdximately the

•

*uj
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±

f ,j

I one-third point of one of the room's major _

.... diagonals, closest to the exterior construction

_.j tested but away from absorptive surfaces.

_ ,
;

. -, commsnt: _he recommended _osation of the sound ZsueZ [,

meter appears to offer, with a single reading, the'beet !_

ae_omimat_on to the ausr_ge aouad-pressurs ZeveZ of V

!,!
the room's reverberant fieZd. '.:

2. Procedure _

a) Inspect the construction to be teated. Open

,__ and close all windows, doors, and other apertures :"::

that may be part thereof. Thereupon, leave "h

-- all such elements and devices closed, unless '"_j

they are designed to remain open during normal _i

Occupancy, in which case they shall remain .,;

Open ' _

-- b) Deactivate all interior mechanical and similar ''

service systems that may govern or affect the

ambient noise level in the dwelling tested.

Return to the receiving room a_d close its

door(s).

_ -27-
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J

-7 C) Measure the sound level in the receiving room
!

ex_vT_ v_

-" due to normal street traffic and to any other_sound.,

source that typifies the prevailing acoustical ' "_ti
environment of the dwelling's site or exposure, i_

l Record the result as Item i on the data sheet.

l

...... -_ d) Correcu _ne resul_ in accordance with the following i"

table, and record the corrected result as Item

2 on the data sheet. J,

I

.2

Acoustical Status of Receiving Room Correction _ _
Hard -2 dBA _

Medium -i dBA '_

Soft 0 dBA :

-- .el Open any window or door that may be part of

the exterior construction tested, and measure
-- i

the.prevailing sound level at'this opening, in

7 :;
_ the plane of the exterior wall. Record the !_:'

-- result as Item 3 on the data sheet.
i

-28-
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Comment: _he rsoommended teat procedure 18 neoaeeari_ E
amude but it is both quick and simple to perform• It

gives an immediate indication of how much emtsrlor noise _,

enters _he dwelling. At the Inspeetorts discretlonj

,_ ._ha test may be performed on one or more extergor son-

- et_uctions of a dwelZlng, depending on the uniformity of

exposure. It _s the e_pZi_i_ in_n_ of this procedure ';
b

_e azm_ude consideration of sounds whleh contravene the i

glints Noise Ordlnance, sirens, aircraft f_yovers, and '_
iL

other hi#h-ZeveZ intrusions, unless, in the £nape_tort8 _'r

--_ epinionj these are frequent and typieaZ of the 81re under i':
consideration. ..

l,

b,

3. Evaluation

-- a) As a first step, the acoustical adequacy of

the exterior construction tested shall be judged

directly from the corrected sound level measured [

in the receiving room (I_em 2 on data sheet).

AN EXTERIOR CONSTRUCTION SHALL BE DEEMED TO .

HAVE SATISFIED THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ARTICLE,

IF THE CORRECTED AMBIENT LEVEL, MEASURED WITH

__ /iLL SYSTEMS IDLE (ITEM 2 ON DATA SHEET) IS

-- NO HIGHER THAW 30 dEA.

__ -29-
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b) If the preceding result exceeds 30 dSA, the

difference between the open-window sound level

(Item 3) and the corrected closed-window sound

level (Item 2) shall be calculated and the

-- Ee=ultent attenuation recorded as Item 5 on the

-" data sheet,

_w i,
tLT_" j, I _ .:

THEREUPON, THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ARTICLE SHALL _

_ r

BE DEEMED TO HAVE BEEN SATISFIED SUBJECT TO i;;

-- COMPLIANCE WITH THE FOLLOWING TABLE, OR IF ;_"_
L"_

--" ATTENUATION (ITEM 5) EQUALS OR EXCEEDS 35. (9 I,ii
P

Exterior Noise Level Min. Required Attenuation ':;!

(Item 31 (Item 51 _ _ :'!

-- 41 or 42 dBA 11 ,_b I

43 " 44 " 12 B1 i_k!

45 " 46 " 13 52- it.

47 " 48 " 14 _3 ![

49 50 " 15 _L_.ii ,.

i

51 or 52 dBA 16 3_ '

53 54 " 17 3 _ ,_

_ 55 5G " 18 3_

57 58 " 19 _ _

-. 59 60 " 20 _

-30-
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-- Exterior Noise •Level Min. Required Attenuation

' (Item 3) (Item 5) _
[

r-

61 or 62 dBA 21 q,O iI

3 i:

]. 69 " 70 " 25 '4"4

L_

71 or 72 dBA 26 t(%"

7o-7_ 5o_573" 74 ,, 27 _, ._
75 " 76 " 28 _')

77 " 78 " 29 _

79 " 80 " 30 _l ']

81 or 82 dBA 31 _O

I,_{" 83 " 84 " 32 q%

:1 [')_.,e_,,.]_,_/_ 85 " 86 " 33 g Z.-

,_o,-,tl"4i_4'_ ' ' 87 " 88 " 3,1 s-
"_,,,_aCHeL-<_'a_9" 9o " 35 _-q

Commsn#: In _eeping Ioith #he _pirgt of this ordinanoe, =

which /£r8_ seeks co insure aeosptabZe aoouBtioa_ environ- _'

-, manes, and re_ega_es attenuation #o a pool#ion of secondary

-31-
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?

-- importance, the latter ie detsrminsd only if intrusive ,

sounds exceed a certain limit. Even then, the performance i

requirements are to be reaEietis and not nesessarily ;
in*ended

such as to insure compliance with the first limit. _hey

are based on a sliding scale of values and ask little, .;

if the site is quiet. Under extreme circumstances, -

even permanently open uindow8 I'subjeeT To weather) may "'

pass the test. However, the performanse requirements .!:i

increase with increasing aeoustis activity on or near the ?_

-- site up to a standard which can be achieved with high-

quality double glasing.

X 06.2: Performance of Interior Party Structures with

Respect to Airborne Sounds Ori@inatin 9 in an

J_ Adjacent Dwellin_

Comment: AZZ currently used measurement proceduresj

employed laboratory or field, are
whether in the in the

_ predicated upon eetabllshed standards such as ISO R 140,

-. AS_M B 90, or ASTM E 336. In each vase, it is required

that separate measurements be made in several octave

or one-third octave bands, and, if _ranemission Loss (TL)

' _ or Sound Transmission Class (S_C) are to be determined,

_hat all results be normaZi_ed to ezeZude variations i
I

-32-
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. ,

- due to partition area and receiving room absorption.

Worse still, to deOermlne similar data for a field

condition (FTL and ESTC)j the current standard prescribes

an elaborate series of secondary teats to prove and to

-- assure the absence of flanking transmission.

_- The usual objectiTJ_ of these thoro::ghZ_ vaZ_d b_ _u_ab_r-

soma prosedures in to determine the performance of a

._ palt_ular partition, and not the performance of a structure

-- as a whole. The resultant ratings, Bush as STC, conveniently

describe the test partitlonts performanoe_ but merely
hint at the actual isolation enjoyed between a pair of

spaoes, r,

and _ ,[

2f our _hoice were limited to exlpting procedures _'

ratings, then the filed Noise IsoZatlon Class (NN ) :

would be the moat meaningful and reliable rating for

the purpose of this ordinance. But it requires 48

p_eees of measurement data for each palr of spaces tested! i

We are confident that the mush 81mpZer procedure reaommended

here will, besides yielding numbers comparable to the

-- NNIC'ratingo, be just ao eeneitlve to narrow-band

• * _* Odef_a_en _e , and will produae a reeuZt whlsh describes

attenuation, irrespeotlvo of the eonstrustions involved,

-- on a humanly tangible eca_e.

-33-
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,

_ha buiZt-ln aaouvaay and _seponegvanaa_ of the recommended ,

ra#gng (NRA) is dependent upon the accuracy and reZiabiZigy ..

• of the sound souros_ aa opoogfted_ and upon tile exoZuslve :.:

usa of she metsrra A-weighted network, In p_aae of !i,

further meaauremen_s_ norma_ggatgon go handZed b_ appZylng

pro-determined _orreotlons. derived from a s_udy of

room absorption da_a _OP resldentia_ spaces under varyin_

conditions of furnishing, ";

L

-- _oustgeaZ comfort and privacy, as experlenoed by peopZej :_

oanno_ be described on a scale of attenuation (such as i'i
NRA) _one. Znvarlablyj ace ptab_l*_y or non-aseeptabgllty

of a partiouZar e_a_e of privacy depends both on the attenua- _"

ties o_fsred by #he partition(o) and on the leveZ of s_eady ::

ambient noise, which heZps obacur_ other intrudlng sounds. '

DeoibsZ for decibel, the two are of equa_ vaZuej for which :,

reason Effective ZsoZetion (EZ) iS equa_Z_ (bu_ wi#hln

_imi_.: affected bU bo_h.

i. I_strumentatlon

a) _n electronic pink noise generator/ampllf±er/

[ _
loudspeaker combination with flat power output

I _ from the one-third octave band centered at i00 Hz

-34-
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j

Cq through the one-thlrd octave band centered at

5000 HZ, and a roll-off of at least 12 dB/octave

beyond these frequencies. The sound power level

in each one-third octave band from i00 to 5000 Hs _
, !

-_ of this source shall be determined in accordance

with ANSI [TJS please complete], shall average
-- _12

at least i00 dB re i0 watt, and the scatter of

_; the individual power levels shall not exceed
.i

-_ z [enter smallest reasonable guess] dB. _]

b) A precision sound level meter, operated so as

uo read A-weighted sound levels with high-damping --

results read in dBA on "slow" meter setting, i-- _

L

-- e) The sound source (loudspeaker) shall be placed

on the floor of the source room, but supported i_

by a resilient pad to minimise direct induction !

J of acoustic energy into the floor structure, i

-1 It. shall be located away from the party structure .
t

-_ tested and, preferably, aimed toward a hard-
.4

E surfaced corner of the source room. For vertical

measurements, the lower space shall be the source

_ room and shall contain the loudspeaker.

-35-
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.t

d) The sound level meter shall be hand-held, away _
from the observer's body, at approximately the i

'one-third point of one of the (source or receiving) _

room's major diagonals, closest to the partition

tested but away from absorptive surfaces. !_
i

...... ¢om_ent: Corro=_ and rcliable performance of the sound i;

source is erotical. There ea nothing to sugges# #hat !_

-- _ada_'s technology cannot cope ui_h _ho performance i:i

requiremenv8 spelZed out above. I¢ is suggested thag, i.i

in 2dditlon to an initial acceptance test by a aultably :_
qualified acous#ioal Zaboratory, each sound source be ,_

re-teated ac least twice annually to assure conformance {_

aith the given performance requi2,emen_s. Sound leve_ meters

should be calibrated prior Go each use, and the oallbratgon ._

davioe should be checked asml-annua_ly.

2,

_I 2. Procedure]

71 " /
__ a)_Inspect the pair of spaces to be tes£-j_d. Close .

y[ all doors, windows and other apertures which are
i

-- kep_ closed during normal occupancy of the spaces.

"[ Select one of the spaces as the source room

(always the lower space in case of vertical
!
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tests between floors). Move any furniture which

may interfere with the recommended location

of the loudspeaker. Define and record the acoustical

status of each space - hard, medium, or soft. ( )

q ,

b) Measure the level of continuous ambient noise :
in _he _eeelving room. Make sure that the level ':!

t

is representative of the ambient noise level that _

will prevail throughout the test. If necessary,

_ deactivate the ventilation system, unless it ;_

-- operates quietly and continuously. Record the

result as Item 8 on the data sheet.

C) Proceed to the source room and activate the

loudspeaker. Adjust the gain so that the sound

level in the source room reads exactly i00 dBA.
Subject no a possible repeat test (see e), record

the level measured as Item 9 on the data sheet.

d) Leave the loudspeaker on and proceed to the

room.

-37- •
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ii

_ If the received level (Item i0) lies less than
i0 dBA above the ambient level (Item 8), return

to the source room, increase the gain of the

sound source to maximum, and again measure the i"

•
sound levels in both the source and receiving ;:

I-

rooms. Revise the source and received sound levels !_
(_tem_ 9 and !0) = -_ -_ ....

%

{

_} If the received level (Item i0) still lies less _'

than I0 dBA above the ambient level (Item 8), _

correct the fo_mer in accordance with'the following _,'_

table, and enter the result as Item ii on the

data sheet.

Excess of Item i0 over Item 8 Reduce _tem i0 by ':

,
6-9 dBA 1 dBA ':';

'| 4-5 dBA 2 dBA

g} If the received level (Itempl0) exceeds the

ambient level (Item 8)_y_ess than 4 dBA, an

, I_ i_ ccurate measurement cabot be made nor reported.

_2 _/_J_'_-'_ u_Iowever, compliance w_h _ performance s_andards

I _AJ-_ of this Article ca_be estab_shed upon making ;i

?
-- -38- ,i
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1

the maximum permissible correction of 2 dBA, ,

with the understanding that actual performance

may be superior _o that measured.

Comment: Again, the rsaommendsd teeg procedure is quick
i

and simple 3o perform, fhere is good reason to bdlieve i
_ha_ _he resuZta= determined as daac_ib_d beZow under !_

t

"EValuation". are both meaningfu_ and reliable with '

_ respeo_ to _he intent of this ordinance -- to insure a

-- aeousti_a_ comfort _or the oceupant._uggested-_ _.;

_ths above procedure be applied to a_l pairs of_ .,_!

[ =d_=oen_habitabZs_Vaeesthat _a_s=ist i. a pa_r of I "'_

3. Evaluation

'/

a) To determine noise reduceion as measured by

the A-level technique (NP&), subtract the received

level (Item i0 or, if presen£, Item 111 from :r

the source level' (Item 9). Enter the resultant

"raw" NRA as Item 12 on the data sheet.

-39-
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h) Correct the "raw" NRA in accordance with the _!i

.,4

followlng table, and enter the final, corrected I!.

NRA as Item 13 on the data sheet, i_

Acoustical Status of

Source Room Receivin_ Room Correction

Hard Hard +2

Hard Medium 0 :_

-- Hard Soft -2 {_
bl

Medium Hard +3 _

Medium Medium +i

Medium Soft -i

"3 Soft Hard +4 !_:
{v

-- Soft Medium +2 _'
i:

Soft Soft 0 _'

-- C) TO determine the'level of steady ambient noise :
!:

that can be counted upon for "masking" purposes,

-- activate any mechanical, electronic or pneumatic

system may designed provided
that have been and

for _uaranteed continuous operation at all times

-40-
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and during all seasons, and measure the sound

level in all habitable rooms of the dwelling

tested. Enter the lowest value, but not less

than 30 dBA nor more than 40 dBA, as Item 14 }!

on the data sheet, l

In the absence of such a systeIn, use the iowest_ ,,

of the following, but not less than 30 dBA nor

more than 40 dBA:

i

Either, the corrected ambient level (Item 21 _
measured in the dwelling tested with all mechanical

"_ systems idle; i!

i

]_ Or, the ambient level (Item 8) measured in a

receiving room that is part of the dwelling "
12

tested, and further corrected by -4, -2, or 0 /

dBA, in case of a hard, medium, or soft receiving "

room, respectively;

Or use, the applicable value from the following
table, which is based on the environmental criteria

['] described in the Federal Housing Administration's

publication FT/TS-24, dated January 1968:

,-!

-41-
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-- "Quiet" suburban areas 30 dBA

"Average" urban and suburban areas 35 dBA

"Noisy" urban areas 40 dBA _

iI Enter the ambient noise level thus determined :_

-_ as Item 14 on the data sheet, and record the

-- manner in which it was determined. This Value d_
c

shall be determined once only for each dwelling _
=-= _t

tested. [_-7

= !i

-] F._

I:
.#

t

.]

5

i ,

0 :2,

2

1 ,
-41a-
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t '

d) TO determine Effective Isolation (EI) between

__ each pair of adjacent spaces tested, arithmeti-

cally add the final NRA (Item 13) and the ambient
level determined for "masking" purposes (Item 14).

Record the sum as Item 16 on the data sheet.

q i

AN INTERIOR PARTY STRUCTURE SHALL BE DEE'MED

TO HAVE SATISFIED THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ARTICLE, '_
'4

IF EI (ITEM 16 ON DATA SHEET) EQUALS OR EXCEEDS

85. THIS SHALL BE A MINIMUM STANDARD APPLICABLE ;

TO ALL DWELLINGS COVERED BY THIS ARTICLE. _'<
J_

-- FOR PURPOSES OF GRADING PARTY STRUCTURES THAT ::_

-- MEET THE MINIMUM STANDARD, THE FOLLOWING DISTINC-

TIONS SHALL BE MADE:

q
_ GRADE III: EI EXCEEDS 84 BUT IS LESS THAN 90

L_

GRADE II: EI EXCEEDS 89 BUT IS LESS THAN 95 •

GRADE I : EI EXCEEDS 94 :

HOWEVER, ANY ONE DWELLING SHALL BE GRADED IN

-_ ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOWEST EI VALUE OBTAINED

-- FOR ANY PARTY STRUCTURE APPURTENANT THERETO.

-42-
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Comment: _he recommended minimum standard {EI=85)

aorreZates well with the expectations and experience

Of moot residents living in multl-family dwelllngsj _"

but only with respect to everyday sounds_ such as son- 7

oersagional voicej radio and TV. Privacy with respect

go occasionaIj louder sounds can be achieved with higher .;

EZ _attnae onlu. ReaZlg flood -_ .... c- "" ?i
:!

-- go partiesj loud altercations and live mueis may be ;_
5:

aohlsved with El ratings that exceed ]OOj whlchj with i.i

_are amceptlons& is clearly beyond the _ealm of pracgica_ i_

{and esonom_o) construction techniques. _he proposed

-- grades of performance resognise the relative inadequacy i.i

of ghe minimum standardj and offer a choice both for _

the Owner and for the prospective Tenant. i'"

q i
i

In contrast to many other ordinances and policy guide- i
i

-- llnesj no differentiation is made between ghe types of _!
-- i

rooms involved. Inatead_ reasonable approximations

of the empected and expectable d_ff fences are automa-

tically provided for in the corrections prescribed in ,,

-- Section X OG.2.3.b, which require superior performance

J in cases involving "soft" receiving rooms {as are bedroomsj

-- when furnishedJj and are more _enient in cases involving

"hard" receiving rooms (as are most finished bathrooms).

-43-
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'_ Since aZ_ measurements recommended for the determination
E

o_ EI £nVoZve a roomle "reverberant f£eZd", it mutt

be understood that "near f£eZd" situat£ono may offer ;.i

_ somewhat mesa _8olat£on. Some emamp_e8 are: bode,
t

aha£re and other platte of rent that are w£thtn a foot

-- or two of a party struoturs; ne£ghbor'e sound souroes, :'

i

for attaohed to) a party 8trztoturs° I_ possible, euoh ;_

_. conditions are to be avo£ded in the dealgn staffe. _._

-- ,t,

X 06.3: Performance of Interior Party Structures with
Respect to Impact Sounds Ori_inatin_ in an

Adjacent Dwellin_
-- /

L,

1. Instrumentation i'"

a) An ISO standard tapping machine, comprising ,,

five 500-gram drop hammers, each dropping twice

_ per second from a height of 4 cm, with an overall '

-- impact repetition rate of ten blows per second.

b) A precision sound level meter, operated so as

to read A-weighted sound levels with high damping --

results read in dBA on "slow" meter setting.

_ -44-
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.i

¢) The tapping machine shall be placed directly

on the finished (carpeted, if carpet is an •

.j integral part of the dwelling's design) floor

• of the source room, directly over the receiving :

room, with respect to which the test is conducted. !

-n The upper space shall always be the source room,

and the lower space shall be the receiving room. j_

Horizontally adjacent spaces are subject to

-- the same test procedures a_ the Inspector's ,,_

discretion. In such cas•es, the tapping machine
shall be located in the center of the source

room, irrespective of its relationship to the '.i

-- room below. I'i
ii

d) The sound level meter shall be hand-held, away !i

from the observer's body, at approximately the

one-third point of one of the receiving room's

major diagonals, away from the ceiling (in case

"_ of vertical measurements).

j .

Commont: Oespgte widespread oritlolsm of the ISO tapping

machine in that its elgnal bears no resemblance to the

_ypiaal impa_t sound8 _hat oaeur in residential buiZdinge

-45-
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(footsteps, dropping of objects, moving of furniture,

children tumbling, eta.), it ia the onZy device of its

kind available today. Thus, the recommended test proce- i
• dure, which shares a measure of questionable human rele- ,"

vanes uith all similar procedures now in effect or

contemplated, ie subject to change pending the development !;

.... _ of _ore meaninfffuZ procedures. 2_

i? 5

2. Procedure ._,

a) Inspect the pair of spaces to be tested. Close i'!
all doors, windows and other apertures that may

transmit airborne sound (generated by the tapping

machine) into the receiving room. Define and

record the acoustical status of the receiving O )

room -- hard, medium, or soft. ( )

b) Measure the level of continuous ambient noise

in the receiving room, as described in Section

[_--' X 06.2.2.b of this Article. Record the result

(or, if such measurement already was made in

the room in question, transfer Item 8) as Item 19

on the data sheet.
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i

¢) Proceed to the source room and activate the
tapping machine. Observe and record the generic

gyps of floor finish used in the source room _ i_

(carpet, wood, resilient tile, terrazzo, etc.) i_

d) Return to the receiving room, measure the sound

-' I_,_I (_e to the t_p_ing machine), and record

the result as Item 20 on the data sheet.

e) If the received level (Item 20) lies less than

i0 dBA above the ambient level (Item 19), proceed

as described in Sections X 06.2.2.f and g of this

Article, substituting Item 20 for Item i0,

and Item 19 for Item 8. Enter the resultant

corrected received levels as Item 21 on the

-- data sheet.

J Oommsnt: With the exception that no measurements are
b

to be made in the sourss roomj the procedure parallels

-- that prescribed in Section X 06.2.2 for the measurement :_

of airborne sound isolation between adjacent dwellings. .
It is suggested _hat the above procedure be applied ones

I' only to each generic type of floor finish that may be

presen_ in the upper of two vertleally adjacent dweZlinga.

-47-
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7
3. Evaluation

a) TO determine impact isolation as measured by

the A-level technique (IIA), proceed as follows:

If the received level (Item 20 or, if present,

Item 21) exceeds 55 dBA, subtract the excess

from 55; if it equals 55 dBA, make no correction;

if it is less than 55 dBA, add the difference

to 55. Enter the resultant "raw" IIA as Item
22 on the data sheet.

b) Correct the "raw" IIA in accordance with the

following table, and enter the final, corrected

IIA as Item 23 on the data sheet.

Acoustical Status of Receivin_ Room Correction

Hard +2

Medium 0
Soft -2

..] C) Enter the level of steady ambient noise that

-- can be counted upon for "masking" purposes as

-48-
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Item 24 on the data sheet. Do this simply

by transfering Item 14, which previously was

determined in accordance with Section X 06.2.3.c
"_ Of this Article.

d) To determine Effective Isolation (EI) between

o chpairadjacentspacestestedarit eti
A

tally add the final IIA (Item 23) and the ambient
level determined for "masking" purposes (Item 24).

Record the sum as Item 25 on the data sheet.
J

Comment: The prlnelpZe appZied in developing the above

rati_zg is very much the same as used earlier in establishing

EI for comfort and privacy with respect to airborne

sounds. Again, the procedure is quick and simple in
m

relation to other procedures now in use. It might

be pointed out that, just as NRA yields numeriea_ results

which compare well with NNIC, the values of IIA tend
to be comparable with the more familiar IIC values, but ,!

correlation with IIC is not _s good -- discrepancies

of as many as 20 dB seem possible. However_ we believe

that th_ recommended evaluation technique does not

offer any less reliability, with reepec.t to human response,
than any other technique that is predicated upon the use

of a tapping machine. L
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AN INTERIOR PARTY STRUCTURE SHALL BE DEEMED TO

_, HAVE SATISFIED THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ARTICLE,

"_ IF EI (ITEM 25 ON DATA SHEET) EQUALS OR EXCEEDS

'-' THE FOLLOWING MINIMUM VALUES:

FUNCTION OF RECEIVING ROOM MINIMUM EI

.._ BEDROOM 90
LIVING AND/0R DINING ROOM 85

o

--n
OTHER }[ABITABLE ROOMS 80

•FOR THE PURPOSES OF GRADING PARTY STRUCTURES

THAT MEET THE MINIMUM STANDARD, THE FOLLOWING

-- DISTINCTIONS SHALL BE MADE:

GRADE III: EI EXCEEDS THE MINIMUM BY LESS THAN 5

__ GRADE II: EI EXCEEDS THE MINIMUM BY 5 TO 9

GRADE I: EI EXCEEDS THE MINIMUM BY I0 OR MORE _i
!

HOWEVER, ANY ONE DWELLING SHALL BE GRADED IN

ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOWEST EI VALUE (RELATIVE

-]
TO THE APPLICABLE MINIMUM STANDARD) OBTAINED FOR ,.

ANY PARTY STRUCTURE THAT SEPARATES IT FROM AN

ADJACENT DWELLING.
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Comment: 8inae the obdectivee are similar to those

considered in regulating comfort and privacy with respect

-- to airborne sounds, and since the recommended test

J
procedures are largely the samej it seems only reasonable

_o use Bimilar terms in defining the performance standards

applicable to impact sounds. There is no evidence to

suggest that the numerieal values of the recommended

standards are out of _ine with residents t e_pectations
or with practicability. On the other hand, it is possible

that Effective _solation_ de#ermlned as recommended abovej !

represents a better measure of subjective .impact isolation

than the more tteophisticated# procedures now in use else-

where. Some field experience with this standard is
essential before its place in thle ordinance can be

affirmed.

_ Concerning gradingj it is suggested tha_ a single isolation

grade, covering both airborne and impact soundaj but
h

-- limited to isolation from adjacent dwellingsj be assigned i

to each dwelling. Orj at _eaetj both grades should •

be established and stated. This would avert oecupant

-- disillusionment in oases where superior performance _

is attained with respect to either airborne or impact
sounds only.
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X 06°4= Performance of Heating, Ventilating, Air-
I

_.! Conditionin_ and Other Service S_stems or

Equipment

i. Systems and Equipment Covered

These teat procedures shall govern, and shall

be limited to, the measurement of noise generated

during normal and regular operation of the following

systems and equipment, all of which, irrespective

of their location in the building, shall be

-- integral parts of the building, shall serve

-- directly or indirectly the dwelling tested, and
J

shall be in constant or frequent (all-year or

seasonal) operation:

......... -- Heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning systems

(excluding room air-conditioning units of the
"window" type), and all ductwork, grilles, registers,

_ diffusers, and spaces or shafts associated there-

with; humidifiers and dehumidifiers; transformers;

cooling towers; and all rotating, reciprocating

and vibrating equipment (except emergency equipment _ /

that normally lies idle) located in the building's

mechanical.room(s).
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2• Instrumentation

a) A precision sound level meter, operated so

as to read A-weighted sound levels with high

-- results read in dBA "slow" meterdamping on

setting.

_i

b) The sound level meter shall be hand-heldlaway

from the observer's body, at approximately the

one-third point of one of the room's major

dlagonals, away from absorptive surfaces and

away from the immediate vicinity of an obvious

noise source.

3 Procedure
m

-- a) Inspect each habitable room that is part of the

-- dwelling tested. Record the acoustical status

of each -- hard, medium, or soft. Make sure ) :

that all systems and equipment covered by this q_

test procedure (but no other systems or equipment) '

are in a normal mode of operation.
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N

b) Measure the noise level in each habitable room
of the dwelling tested. Record the results as

Item 27 on the data sheet.

4. Evaluation

Corrsct each of the preceding results in accordance

with the following table, and enter the final,

corrected mechanical ambient noise levels as

Item 28 on the data sheet.

Acoustical Status of Habitable Room Correction

Hard -4 dBA

Medium -2 dBA

Soft 0 dBA

m

THE PROVISIONS OP THIS ARTICLE SHALL BE DEEMED

SATISFIED, IF THE NOISE LEVELS DUE TO CONSTANTLY

_ OR FREQUENTLY OPERATING SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT -

(ITEM 28) DO NOT EXCEED THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA:
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_UNOTION OF ROOM OR SPACE MAXIMUM NOISE LEVEL

bEDROOM (PERMANENT, AS IN
AN APARTMENT ETC,) 40 d_A

bEDROOM (TEMPORARY, AS IN
A J_OTE5 ETC,) 45 dDA

: _ L_VING/DIN_NG ROOM OR STUDY 45 dDA

0TJ|ER I_BITABSE ROOMS 50 dEA

-_ _omm_n_; Once again, _h_ _Oat and evaZuatgon ppoaedure

___ tO prodtoated upon speed and ¢onvsnCenae in the f_eld,

"7 _hioh _ahniquea requlr_ng measurement in octave o_ other

-- frequency bqnde cannot offer. The results, including

approximate corrections for room abaorptionj are thoroughly

relevant (even if not the most accurate) with respect

_o human hearing and response. It should be pointed out

that no further correction for other ambient sounds,

such as site noleej is recommended, even though such sounds

ma_ "support" or arrest the results.

_he more detailed prosedure8 required to resolve cases

of doubt as to the cause of ezosseive noise are discussed

£n Section...
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_ X 06.5= Performance of Miscellaneous Systems, Equipment

.... and Conveniences

3
i. Systems and Equipment Covered

_ These test procedures shall govern, and shall be

limited to, the measurement of noise due to the

-- following systems, equipment and conveniences,

all of which shall be located in the dwelling tested,

shall be integral parts of the building, shall

serve the dwelling tested, and shall be __

-

Room air-conditioning units ("window" type); kitchen

_ and toilet exhaust fans, and all associated ductwork,

-- grilles, registers and diffusers; food waste disposers;

built-in freezers and refrigerators; and built-in
dishwashers and washing machines (if located in the

dwelling).

Measurements of noise associated with plumbing,

-~ elevators, and trash chutes shall be made at the

inspector's discretion and, if made, shall conform

with Section X 07.5.3 of this Article.
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2. Instrumentation

a) A precision sound level meter, operated so as

to read A-weighted sound levels with high damping --

results read in dBA on "slow" meter setting.

7 b) The sound level meter shall be hand-held, away

....... from the observer's body, at a distance of

approximately 3 feet from the equipment tested.

-7
3. Procedure and Evaluation'

3
a) Inspect each system, piece of equipment or built-in

convenience that is covered by the provisions of

this Subsection. Prepare to subject each to :iJ_

-- a normal cycle of operation. Operation under ='

._ no-load conditions is permitted, except that

some material equivalent to food waste must be _i<

,] ,processed during the food waste disposer's test

cycle, :_

b) While operating one system, piece equipment
of

or other built-in convenience a_ a time, measure

_- the highest noise level encountered during its

cI operating cycle. Record the results as Item

30 on the data sheet.
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THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ARTICLE SI{ALL BE DEEMED ",

SATISFIED, IF THE NOISE LEVELS DUE TO INTERMITTENTLY

OR INFREQUENTLY OPERATING, _L_

SYSTEMS, EQUIPMENT AND CONVENIENCES (ITEM 30)

DO NOT EXCEED THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA:

]....... E_BTEb|, EQUI_I,_NT OR CONVENIENCE MAXIMUM NOISE LEVEL

DISHWASHERS 70 dBA

EXHAUST FANS (KITCHEN AND TOILET) 60 dBA

FOOD WASTE DISPOSERS 80 dSA

-- REFRIGERATORS AND FREEZERS 45 dBA

ROOM AIR-CONDITIONERS 60 dBA

WASHING MACHINES 65 dBA

Comment: It is the expZieit intent of thia ordinance 'i

to exclude domestic equipmen_ and appliance8 that are 'i

no_ a permanen_ and integral part of the building, or !

the selection and installation of which is made by the

_enan_ after occupying the dwelling. Sines noise cesoslated

-_ wi_h the equipmen_ covered by thl8 Subsection tends _o

-- be local, measurements need be made near the source only,

"- as specified, and no_ necessarily in all spaces that

'i

i
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_he re_ormended performance etandarda a_e baaed soZeZy

__ upon avaiZabZe aoousticaZ data. _he given a_iteria

are intended To ezolude unaommonZy noisy equipmentj and

do not neaeeoariZy impZy that aZZ aaoust_eaZ aituatione wlZ_

be automatioaZly a_aeptab_e to the Tenant,

_d

L

_7
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SECTION X 07: OPTIONAL TEST PROCEDURES AND PERFORMANCE

_I STANDARDS

jX 07.1: Performance Exterior Constructio with
/

Respect to Ai: orne Sounds Ori_in_in@ Outdoors

-- i. In case of non-eompl as det ed by the

-" mandatory procedures _seribed Section X 06 of

this Article, the Owns: uest and may cause

the exterior cot re-tested in accordance

_ with Appendix 2.2 of 336.

- 9
2. Upon such test, the Ls of this Article shall x @ ¢

<be deemed met if the 'ield S Transmission Class

! .uo(FSTC) Of the exter const n tested exceeds

_ at least by 5 the _nimum require_ attenuation pre-
\

" scribed in X 06.1.3.b of this Article. However,

in no case she FSTC be required to exceed 40. _

j
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-- X 07.2: Performance of Interior Party Structures with

Respect uo Airborne Sounds Oriqinatin@ in an

Adjacent Dwellin_

i. In case sf non-compliance, as determined by the

mandatory test procedures described in Section X 06

-- of this Article, or in case a superior grading is

_ _ sought, the Owner may request and may cause any

party structure to be re-tested in accordance with

Appendix I.i of ASTM E 336, whereupon the results

shall be" normalized to a 0.5-second reverberation

time in the receiving room, and reported as Normalized
i

Noise Isolation Class (NNIC).

2. In addition, he may request and may cause the dwelling's

_. ambient noise level to be monitored during a 4-hour i

-- _.period, starting at 8 p.m. and ending at midnight, :

-- _whereupon _he L level in dBA shall be determined.
9D

3. Thereupon, EI shall be calculated _ using

NNIC _n place of NRA, and using the late-evening

L _m_level in place of the original ambient

-" level; ____ _D_=w_th Section X _

06.2._c of this Article.

T
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X 07.3: Performance of Interior Party Structures with

Respect co Impact Sounds Originating in an

Ad_acenu Dwellin_

i. In case of non-compliance, as determined by the

mandatory test procedures described in Section X 06

_. of this Article, or in case a superior grading is

-- sought, the Owner may request and may cause any party

"- structure to be re-tested in accordance with [

], the result of which test shall

be reported as Impact Insulation Class (IIC).

2. In addition, he may request and may cause the dwelling's

ambient noise level to be monitored during a 4-hour

period, starting at 8 p.m. and ending at midnight,

whereupon the L level in dBA shall be determined.
--- 90

-- 3. Thereupon, EI shall be calculated as before, using

-- IIC in place of IIA, and using the late-evening

L ambient level in place of the original ambient
9{

level, determined in accordance with Section X 06.2.3.c

of this Article.
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X 07.4: Performance of Heating, Ventilating, Air-

Conditioning, and Other Service S_stems or

-- Equipment

i. In case of non-compliance, as determined by the

mandatory test procedures described in Section

X 06 of this Article, the Owner may request and

may cause corresponding octave-band sound level

measurements to be made, whereupon the results

shall be normalized to a 0.5-second reverberation

time in'the room tested, and reported in terms of _'

_ Noise Criterio_ (NC) ratings, as defined in the :'

-- ASBRAE Guide and Data Book, 1963 et seq. '_

2. Upon such test, the provisions of this Article

shall be deemed met if the results satisfy the

_ following criteria: _

-- _unotion of Room or Space Maximum NC Rating i'

Bedroom (permanent, as in an
-- apartment etc.) 33 .

--' Bedroom (temporary, as in
a hotel e_e.) 38

Living/Dining Room or study 38
Other habitable rooms 44

I
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Comment: The NC-b=sed performance standards, recommended
for uerlfiaatlon in case of non-compliance with the first

set of s#andards_ correlate well with the dYA-hased
I

4

i.:' • _ s_andards, if the spectrum shape of the noise 18 _ypiceZ

E

of that measured in many e=isting dwellings. If the dBAi

I _ level is dominated by low-frequency rumble, and indicates

" non-compliance, the situation most likely w£1_ not pass

the NC _es_ either. _he same Is probable in cases of

a=_rsme high-frequency dominance, In all such cases,

i_ is suggested that possible non-mechanical causes

of noise (such an s_res_ traffic) be determined and eliminated
before a final ecceptancs _est is performed.

X 0?.5: Performance cf Miscellaneous Systems, Equlpmsnt

and Conveniences

-- l.' Zn case of nan-compliance, as determined by the

mandatory _est procedures described in Section X 06

of this Article, the Owner may request and may cause

-- similar measurements to be repeated. During such

-- repea_ tes_, the Inspector shall monitor one or

more full operating cycles of the equipment in question.

Thereupon, the provisions of this Article shall be

deemed met, if the applicable criterion is exceeded

-- by no more than 5 dBA and this for periods not

exceeding 1 minute during any one operating cycle.
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2. The above repeat test provision shall apply only to

the following: dishwashers, food waste disposers, and

washing machines. Since exhaust fans, refrigerators

and freezers, and room air-conditioners are characterized

by a relatively constant acoustic output, and not by

distinct fluctuations during an operating cycle,

any repsat test performed with respect to these shall 'i

be identical to the original, mandatory test, and -;
'!

the previous performance criteria shall apply, r

r_

,!

-- 3. The following additional measurements and evaluations

shall be made, at the Inspector's discretion, either

initially or during a subsequent visit to the building.

a) Noise associated with plumbing: -- While operating

one fixture at a time, sound levels shall be

measured in an adjacent dwelling, in a space

nearest to the active fixture, and the results

shall be recorded in terms of dBA. Thereupon,

-- _.hese results shall be corrected by -4, -2, or 0

dBA, in case of a hard, medium, or soft receiving

room, respectively.
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The provisions of this Article shall be deemed

__ met, if the corrected sound level in an adjacent

-- dwelling, due us operation of any water closet,_ _i/_ I
-- faucet or shower does not exceed 40 dBA.

Comment: While it is clear that intrusive plumbing noise

_8 a frcquen_ _ourca of _mp_a_,_ i:_ ,lu_tl-fami_ dwe_ngsj.1

-- strict regulation as well as preuiee field measurement

-- are difficult _o invoke. Unlike in Germany, for eramplej

we have no laboratory ges_ standards whlah can be referred

to in the d_sign stage. Consequently, results in the

_ field are largely unpredictable. Hoverer, by choosing

"qulet" fixtures and by emplo_£ng scousti_all_ advantageousi

installation details (whlah are not norma_ practlse),

a high degree of p_umbing noise control can be achieved.

The suggested performance standard of 40 dBA ie lO dBA

more _enient than the standard prescribed by BIN 4109, which

-- le acknowledged as being a tough standard to achieve.

b) Noise associated with elevators and trash chutes. --

During passages of an elevator cab and counter-

weight, and during the passage of a standard

._ paper shopping bag filled with typical domestic
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waste, sound levels shall be measured in the

dwelling, 3 feet from the wall beyond which there

is an elevator shaft or trash chute, respectively.

The results shall be recorded in terms of dBA,

without further correction.

-- The _rovisions of this Article shall be deemed

met, if the maximum sound level encountered

during the above tests does not exceed 45 dBA.

-- Comment: Again, we are 8peaklng of acoustle 8ituationa

-- ehieh are nee easily quantified. A more preoise way

of handZing these would include consideration of ambient
m

no_se as welZ as the time history of the acoustic even_.

-- Moreover, it is difficult to standardise a trash bag

-- and the manner (and place) in which it is inserted into

-- the'chute. _e therefore suggest that the recommended

, standard be viewed as a "good intent", but we hesitate

to make it _ binding requirement until more reliable

__ proosdures are developed."

j
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-- SECTION x 08: ENFORCEMENT

X 08.1: General

_s_f_z_--a_J_Luu_mpliance with the provislons of i!

E
t_

this Article cannot be determined until the building,

including all appuruenann fixtures, systems and services,

- _cc_ __
are Fomplete and ready for occupancy_enforcement shall

_ be handled as specified in Section X 08.2 hereunder.

-- X 08.2: Actions and Procedures

i. Procedures Preceding Construction

a) Upon completion of the contract drawings and

-- s_ecificatlons of a new building, addition or

alteration, but prior to issuance of a building

permit, the Inspector shall review said drawings

and specifications, and shall make a preliminary

determination of the acoustical qualities such

structure is likely to offer.

b) TO faciliuaue such review, the Inspector may

. _.. request from the party to whom the permit is i

_ -68-
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-- to be issued any supplementary information,

-- including acoustical test data pertaining to

the constructions, systems and equipment used in

the proposed structure.

-- For purposes of estimating Effective Isolation

- in the ecmpleted building, he shall assume a ':

continuous indoor ambient noise level of 30 _]
dBA, unless predictions of higher ambient levels

_.. are supported by documentation from a qualified [i

-- Acoustical Consultant.

Furthermore, he may refer to publications such

as the Federal Housing Administration's "Guide

to Airborne, Impact, and Structure-Borne Noise.w

Control in Multifamily Dwellings" (FT/TS-24,

January 1968).

c) The Inspector shall issue a building permit only
i-

_ upon first determining that the proposed structure,

-- with or without changes with respect to the

-- original submittal, will reasonably meet the

intent of the provisions of this Article.
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d) The issuance of a building permit shall not
constitute, nor shall be construed to constitute,

approval with respect to any and all acoustical

¢onsldsratlons that may be subject to the pro-

visions of this Article.

-- Comme,%: The reoom_ended _ ' pa.odedu_._8...... prc-cons.ruet_o_

constitute a vital step in the complicated presses

of oraatinH aoouatisaZly oatisfaetorH dweZginHs. It

ia unreaeonabZe _o leave Owners and their Arehltests

-- _o _heir own devises and, upon completion, to'reject

I -- the _e require extensive to be

8truo_urej shan_e8oF

made. But since the very purpose of thl8 ordinanse is

_o seoure adequate performanoe whioh, in a flna_ anaZyeie,

_ is the only thing that matters, there is no way of deter-

- mining eomplianoe before the whole strusture is oomp_eted.

-- is

Thus, the pre-permit _nd pre-oonetruetion review__/
essential, but the resultant approval cannot be _

/_nd must be regarded striotZy as advisory and provisional.

-1 (Ivtse t
-- \2. Procedures Preceding Occupancy

a) Upon completion of the building, addition or

alteration, but prior to issuance of a eerti-

_. ficate of compliance with the provisions of
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this Article, the Inspector shall perform each

_- and every ues_ prescribed in Section X 06 of

-- this Article.

,
b) In the event that all test results meet or exceed

the performance standards prescribed in Section

-- X 06 of this Article, the Inspector shall issue

-- a certificate of compliance. Upon such certi-

floate, he shall indicate the grade of performance

achieved with respect to airborne and impact

_ sound isolation from adjacent dwellings. A

-- separate certificate shall be issued for each

and every dwelling tested.

m

=) In the event that the dwelling fails to meet _I-_

all or some of the performance standards pre-
scribed in Section X 06 of this Article, the (

Inspector may, at his discretion, issue a /i

conditional certificate of compliance, and advise
\

_ the Owner of any and all deficiencies with respect _

to the minimum performance standards.

d) In oases of initial failure, an unconditional

certificate of compliance shall be issued only
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:i

upon completion of additional+ tests, as pre- _ !
/

.- scribed either in Section X 06 or X 07 of this _ _i

-- Article, and provided such additional tests prove _ i

compliance with the provisions of this Article.) _i

_ el The cost of any and all repeat tests performed

+ . On a dwelliag, previously tested in accordance

-- with Section X 06 of thls Article, shall be

oorne by the Owner,

_ f) NO dwelling that is subject tO the provisions

-- of this Article shall be sold, leased, _ented,

-- or otherwise disposed of, or declared fi_ for

occupancy, unless and until an unconditional

certificate of compliance has been issued.

However, the Inspector may, at his discretion,

-- waive this requirement, if and when a conditional _

-- certificate has been issued, and if and when failure i

is limited to items that are covered under the

optional procedures and standards of Section

X 07 only.

]
Commen_: These procedures make it abundantly e_ear _hat

every single dwelling, as defined earlier, ohould be

-72-
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-- 8ub_eo_ to the performance standards of this ordinance°

"- By merely keeping such standards "on the booke", without

regular and uniform enforcement, we would defeat the very

_ purpose of this ordinance. Hereln, once morej lies the

_ overwhelming argument for quick teat procedures and

-- easy evaluation. Consistent application of these prose-

-- dures will assure a new standard (even if it is a minimum

etandard) of acoustical comfort and privacy for all

_ occupants of new dwellings.

-- Insofar as in several respects the provisions and prose-

- duroc described in this ordinance are new and "experimental",

it is svrongly recommended that strict enforcement be

_ delayed until the validity and relevance of the procedures

-- and standards is proven in the field. _here are two

-- alternatives: either, the enactment date (ref. Section

X 08) should be set bask by about one year; or, provisional

cergIfloatea of compliance should be issued for a period

_ of about one yearj without requiring that non-complylng

-- eondltione be corrected. In either case, extensive field _

-- testing of newly completed b|_ildlngs should commence at

the earliest possible time.
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-- SECTION X 09 : RESPONSIBILITIES

X 09.1= Inspector

i. The Inspector shall, prior to the issuance of a

-- building permit, subject all relevant drawings and

specifications to a competent accu=tioal review.

2. The inspector shall, upon completion of the project,

_ be responsible for the accurate and impartial deter-

- mlnation, recording and reporting of acous£ieal

-- performance, as prescribed by the provisions of this

Article.

I _ 3. The Inspector shall direct that a certificate of

compliance with the provisions of this Article,

either conditional or unconditional, be or be not

issued, whichever the case may he. _,

4. The Inspector shall not, unles% hired by the Owner

for this purpose and is o do so, investi-

I =_ gate causes of non-compllance_nd develop corrective !

recommendations. _

j
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Comment; Zhe Inspector, or _hoeusr is deZegated .to act

..I a8 Inspector, must determine oompZianee with the pro-

_is_ons of this ordinance. As pointed out sarZle_ in

"8_ Saet£on X 08, his pre-eons_ruetlon duties are adv_ cry.

but his poet-cons#ruction duties and determinations are
:_na_ and binding. He and he alone w£_Z _e_uc or pe_omale_d

__ the £_ee_ory cer,_fioate of compliance.

x 09.2: Owner

q

i. The Owner shall assume full responsibility for the

compliance of his building with the provisions of

this Article.

2. He may, if he so wishes, and by mutual consent,

delegate this responsibility to his Architect, who :_

then shall act as his agent in all matters pertaining

'-_ to the provisions of this Article.

3. If he acts in the dual role of 0wner-Developer, and

does net employ the full services of an Architect,

-- he may not delegate this responsibility.
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1

_ 4. The Owner may seek and use the advice of an Acoustical ',

- Consultant, as and if he so wishes, to assist him in

making acoustically satisfactory decisions.

._ S. The 0whet shall not sell, lease or rent his building,

unless and until he is granted a certificate of

=ompiiance with the provisions of this Article.

Comment: fhe OWner is reeponsibZe for the fs.ding of a

p_offect, whish has a direct bearing on its quaZit U 6as

_ell 28 its sise). His natural objeotlve ie tb get "the

-- mos_ for his money". Financially, he stands to gain an

advantage if hie building barely satisfies the require-

men_s prescribed by this ordinance. If it does not, he

wou_d be the first to be blamed -- for imposing a cheap

and acoustically inadequate solution. But, as s rule, he

-- is no emper_. He must rely on the advice of others.

•he ultimate responsibillt_ is hlsj but he must be

in a position to delegate the responslbility.
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!

_ X 09.3: Developer

-- I, The Developer shall assume full responsibility for

the compliance of his building with the provisions of

-7
this Article.

2, He may not delegate this resp_n._b-l..}, unless he

-- employs the full services of an Architect to design,

specify and supervise the construction of his building,

and then only by mutual agreement with the Architect.

-- 3. He may seek and use the advice of an Acoustical

-- Consultant, as and if he so wishes, to assist him in

-- making acoustically satisfactory decisions.

_ 4. The Developer shall not sell, lease or rent his

-- building, unless and until he is granted a eertifi- i!

cane of compliance with the provisions of this _=

Artlcle. i

Oommsn_: ' As ¢z 8pe_ulat_'Js O_)ner or Owner-Contraeto_j

the DsveZopor often oontraets an Arohlteot for _imited

serviee8 onZy. He wields supreme power.over the p_ojest, _.
which makes him an obvious e_ndldate for assuming full i

_ and final reeponsibillt_, for compliance with the provisione !
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-- of this ordinanae. He may seek the advloe of others,

but hardg_ aan delegate hie responeibiZities, emoept to

his Arehitsct_ provided the Zabter has fuZZ aontro_ over

the _rojeet.

-- x 09.4: Architect

i. The Architect may, at the discretion and on behalf

of the Owner, assume full responsibility for csmpliance

-_ with the provisions of this Article.

2. In his role as coordinator for and on behalf of the

Owner, the Architect shall advise the Owner of any

provisions necessary for compliance with the perfor-

_ manet standards prescribed in this Article. Such

adviqe shall be _/only if the Owner delegates

full responsibility to the Architect.

3. As part of the assumed responsibility (if delegated

by the Owner and accepted by the Architect), he

._ shall', with or without expert assistance, obtain

and interpret acoustical data supplied by manufacturers

of building components, systems and'equipment.
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4. The Architect, in turn, may delegate responsibility

'-' to Suppliers only, and then, only insofar^the perfor-

_nce of the Supplier's goods are concerned•

¢omme.:: _he Arshiteotj pro.oldsd his contract with the

Owne_ ts for fluZg servise8, is the mastermind and ohlef

.... d....... _f _ "s......... _ p_oJeet. "" def_nitlonj he

9 i!
mua_ be sensitive _o a_l aapeote Of the human environ- &_

man_ and he mus_ have a working know,edge of how enu_rOn-r_ _

msn_ is created _nd eontro_Zed. But ha serve the Owner.

Whi_a uZtimate reaponsibilit_ is not hie, ha _e best _

equipped to assume the responaibility on the Owner's

-- behaZ f . _

X 09.5= Mechanical Engineer

-- i. The Mechanical Engineer may, at the discretion and on

behalf of the Owner, and Jointly with the Architect,

assume responsibility for the mechanical noise control

provisions, but no other provisions, of this Article.

2. Given this responsibility, the Mechanical Engineer

shall advise the Owner of any provisions necessary for

_, Compliance with the performance standards prescribed !

in this Article.
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3. As a further part of this responsibility, he shall,
l.J

with or without expert assistance, obtain and inter-

{_T] pESt all necessary and relevant manufacturer's test

data.

_ 4. The Mechanical Engineer, like the Architect, may delegate

responsibility to Suppliers only, and then, only insofar 5
7

.j the performance of the Supplier's equipment is concerned. !
v

!:
-- Comment: _he Mechanical Engineer is best qualified and

-- wholly responsible for translating a set of funotional 5
<

requirements into a complete, workinH d szgn. Mechanical

system noise depends largely on the manner in whioh the i!

__ design hart been _xesuted. But, like the Arohiteotj he !

-_ serves the Owner and, therefore, san only assume those
I

aspects of the Owner's responsibglity which are related

_o h_s profession.

X 09.6: General Contractor

2
i. The General Contractor shall perform or cause to be

performed all work, as directed by the Architect for

r_- and on behalf of the Owner.
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2. The Contractor shall assume no direct responsibility

for compliance with the provisions of this Article,

unless he is the Owner and/or Developer, in which

ease he shall do so.

• I• 3. The Contractor shall advise the Owner or Architect,

whoever carries the responsibility for compliance

wi_h the provisions of this Article, of any condition

-- which, based on his experience, may cause non-eompli-

&nee.

Comment: _he Contraotor beare the o_eralZ reeponelbility--a

for the ere_tlon and completion (on time and withln

.budget) of a building. But he is bound b_ the Architect's

drawinas and epealfiea#ions, whieh may or ma_ not lead

to compl£anoe with this ordinance. Hie adviae (based

on experience) can be helpful but, if his duties are \

merely these of a general contraetorj he cannot be held \

reeponslble for compliance with this ordinanos.

X 09.7: Subcontractor

i. Each Subcontractor, whether employed by the Con-
H_

tree,or or directly by the Owner, shall perform all

work as prescribed by his contract documents.
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2. He shall not be responsible for compliance with the
•- provisions of this Article, but he may be called

upon UO demonstrate the acoustical performance of his
installations.

3. Like the General Contractor, he shall advise his

-- employer on the project of any condition which, based

on his experience, may cause non-compliance.

[ _ ¢omment: Though he may have some eongrol over the

performance of his speeia_ty, the Subcontractor (drywall,
mechanical, etc.) must, above all, perform as direeted

by the contrast documents. At least go some extent, }

performance is subject _o the design and specifications

prepared by others. His advice is welcome but, unless

hls installations are subject to acoustical performance

speeificatlons, he eanno_ be held responsible for tom- _,

p_ianas with this ordinance.

X 09.8: Supplier

4=9

-- i. Each Supplier of acoustically relevant building

"_ systems or equipment shall, upon request by the

O_sr or his agenu, submit and make available what-

ever acoustical performance data he may have.
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2. Such data shall describe the guaranteed minimum
performance of the product in question, or shall

be clearly marked, if no guarantee is made or implied.

L,_ 3. The Supplier's responsibility is limited

compllance which, upon appropriate tests,_can-be
traced to performance below the guaranteed minimum

of his product. :_

-- Comment: The Supplier may be called upon to demonstrate

the _eouatisaZ performanae of his goods, re*, uhioh he must
be prepared. His data _an be very useful to the Arahlteot,

Engineer, Consultantj e;s.= but there his responsibility

_nde, unless failure can be tr_eed dlreetly to a mal- i

function of hie goods.

D
X 09.9: Acoustical Consultant

i. The Acoustical consultant shall_ upon engagement by

the Owner, Developer, Architect, or Mechanical

_ Engineer, advise his client on all matters within his
competence that are related to the provisions of

_ this Article.
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2. The Acoustical Consultant's recommendations are not
binding and shall not be construed as a guarantee of

_I compliance with the provisions of this Article.

3. The Acoustical Consultant shall, if called upon by his

client, perform any necessary field tests to verify

-- acoustical performance of a buiiding, its components

or equipmenC.

r_ 4. In case of, non-compliance with the provisions of

this Article, the Acoustical Consultant's client may

call upon him to determine the cause(s) of non-cem-

pliance, and to develop corrective recommendations

Comment: The Acoustical Consultant is an expert adviser.

He is aZso an expert determinator of results in a finished
building. But he has no control over the quality of

I _ workmanship and instal_atlone_ whioh so often determines
performance. His advloe to _he Owner or hie agents may

be £nva_uabZej but his recommendatlone are never mandatory,

Besldes_ his services are used selsetlve_y and on some
projects only.
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(,'-. i. The _ealtor shall hold and, upon request, produce

!,_ Q ccrtifieate of compliance with the provisions of

' _hi8 Article, issued with respect to any dwelling

I" L I _hat he may administer or manage for and on behalf ,,

: theOwner.
'II_%4 ;.

• :'" 2 d

_.i, 2. The Realtor shall not be responsible _or the procure-

me_t of such certificates, nor for the building's

• performance upon which such certificates are issued.

_" _'_ Comment: fhe Realtor is an administrative mlddle-man.

On behalf of the Owner, he se_Z8 and administers the

/ sale of a product (space in a building) to the consumer

_i:i_ (tenant or new owner). Re must be in a poeitlon toi!

._ _ claim oompllenee with the provisions of this ordinanoe,

,_;i_ _ but he cannot be held responsible for compliance.

,',N_"_- X 09.11: Tenant
'_

._:i:i_:/-_ i. Every prospective Tenant or subsequent Owner ofI

L-- a new dwelling shall have the right to see a certi-

1).i__ fixate of compliance with the provisiens of _his

Article, issued by the City with respect to the

'"_ _ dwelling in question.
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2. The responsibilities of the original Owner with

I regard uo this Article are transferable to subsequent
!

I, Owners, but never to Tenants who legally do not ownthe dwelling.

q

[ 3. Any Tenant or subsequent Owner of a dwelling subject

_i uo the provisions of this Article may, at his expense,

requesu a re-determination of the dwelling's acoustical , .:_performance.

_, ¢ommsn_: The Tenant, inoZudin_ prospective Owner of an _:

apartment, condominium o_ toNnhoua_j gs _he one and

onZy par_y for whose benefge this ordinanae ie enacted, i:

He oannoc be responsible for oomplianoe, unless he go i!

£nvoZved in the ini_iaZ pro_eee of design and oonetruetion

_, of the building. It ia his prerogative to reap the

Z[__ rewaz.ds of oomplianee -- a plase of residence that

"_ offers a known andj for all intents and purposes, adequate_ e_andard of aaouetleaZ privacy and comfort. .-

I

;*

;i

i
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